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Stunning Melanesian Aesthetic Energized with Powerful Modernist Expression... Rusiate Lali is
a man of his times. Coming from a long lineage of potters, carvers, tapa cloth and fibre
artists, Rusiate is one of the most exciting and provocative artists to exhibit at Gallery
Gondwana.
Back in 1999 when he was named 'Contemporary Fijian Artist of the Year' - his work was a
sensuous mix of past and present, myth and reality. In September 2017 his works were on
show in London at Climate Change in the Pacific Exhibition. His foray into the fashion
translated his works onto catwalks, with a showing in Alice Springs, Australia and London,
UK. With a number of solo and group exhibitions under his belt, and a body of work that
continues to grow, evolve and surprise, every new exhibition is eagerly anticipated.

Artist Rusiate Lali in contemplation with his work "Happy Village (2019)"
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Fiji
Rusiate is one of the most exciting and provocative artists to exhibit at Gallery Gondwana, coming
from a long lineage of potters, carvers, tapa cloth and fibre artists. In 1999 he was named
'Contemporary Fijian Artist of the Year' - his work being a sensuous mix of past and present, myth
and reality. With both solo and group exhibitions here in Australia and overseas, including his home
country Fiji, his work continues to grow, evolve and surprise.
To date, much of his work has explored his personal experiences and his universal awareness of
social issues. His imagery treads the political landscape and issues of the times. His art straddles the
divide between the traditional aesthetics and mythology of his indigenous heritage and the hard
reality of the modern world. All this is handled with intelligence and sensitivity.
His ideas are nourished from his direct family who have had gifted him with a strong cultural
identity from their contributions as Fijian artistic icons. Add to this his influences from a
modernist tradition and you have an energetic body of work grounded in ancestral history.
Roslyn Premont, Director of Gallery Gondwana (who represent the artist), comments:
Rusiate lives in two worlds, that of his traditional Melanesian culture and that outside it. His
work reflects the complexity of the interplay between these two in ways that are provocative
and inspiring.
A man of two worlds... having lived between Fiji and Australia, both in Sydney and Alice Springs and
now residing back in Fiji, Rusiate is a multi-media artist with a strong connection to both his ancestral
past and popular contemporary culture, adding film, music, dance, writing and storytelling, in
addition to his body of paintings. With a foot planted both firmly in the Melanesian art founded on
traditional myths, legends and lifestyle, and a foot in the modernist world of climate change and
social unrest, many of his works are an expression of events unfolding at the time.
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His artwork often reference the traditional tapa textile and design with their use of geometric
patterns, shapes and lines, with a modern twist. His body of works include many outstanding singular
pieces, as well as encompassing collections and series, such as his minimalist and meditative In
Between Hieroglyphics and Stamps of Consciousness series to the more complex individual colourful
works such as Reflection and Takeinivula. With many of his artwork steeped in reference to his
ancestral stories, others appear as an assembling of snippets of personal memorabilia and
newspaper cuttings, his day-to-day experience, captured on canvas and overlaid with paint and
laquer. All pay homage to the tapa textile and design use of geometric patterns, shapes and lines.
Some of the works resemble story boards or comic
strips with the images broken up and reassembled
in a collage mixing past and present.

Rusiate has been in a number of exhibitions, both solo and
in collaboration with other key artists, including the
internationally renowned Dorothy Napangardi, whom he
had a special relationship, that included her visiting Rusi's
homeland in Fiji.
In his solo exhibitions, the depth and breadth of his works
tantalises our sense, inspire, tease, comforts and
confronts…
From his memorable Transition of Time - Story of
Takeinivula (Gallery Gondwana, Alice Springs NT; 2002).
Rusiate celebrates the creation myth of his well-known artistic Mataisao family. He visually
documents the great epic journey of his ancestral grandmother, Takeinivula in a series of joyful and
vibrant paintings that honour the transference of creativity through the family. This knowledge was
passed on to the artist by his grandmother in the same oral tradition as it was passed on to her, from
generation to generation.
He brings the myth of Takeinivula alive into a contemporary context with a highly evocative and
individual style integrating ancient symbols and traditional designs along with figurative imagery in a
rich and varied p
In his exhibition of works Tribal Revival (11-29 October 2005 in Gallery Gondwana Sydney, Waterloo
NSW and opened by Dr Susan Cochrane, University of Queensland), Rusiate draws on his Fijian
heritage and creates a radical fusion of cultures, where the issues of the modern contemporary
world endeavours to unite with his ancestral roots, challenging world views.
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An intensive printmaking workshop held in Alice Springs early 2010 was the catalyst for a unique
intersection of ideas and artistic expression in print, across cultures. From this came the exhibition
Nexus (9-27 August 2010) held at Charles Darwin University. On display was an inspiring selection of
work showcasing new etchings and screen prints from Central Australia and Fiji of the celebrated
artist Dorothy Napangardi, her daughter Julie Nangala Robinson, Mitjili Napanangka and Rusiate Lali,
revealing a depth of expression and style. The exhibition and workshop was a chance for Rusi to work
with other key Gallery Gondwana artist in what could be called an family affair.
His exhibition Mezzanine - Alliance Française de Canberra (6-28 May 2010), Luc Chailleu writes
Early in the 20th century, when French Navy medical officer and writer Victor Segalen sailed
across the South Pacific, he deplored the fact that native people were losing their cultures
and traditions through their contact with Europeans; and that nations were dying through
forgetting their sacred memories1. In contrast, arriving in China a few years later, he was
struck by the great respect in which the Chinese held both the past and ancient values - a
respect he indeed found excessive and inhibitive, almost fetishist, confining this people in his
eyes to a prison of rules and rituals.
Luc Chailleu continues: It is something entirely different that we encounter in the work of multimedia artist Rusiate Lali, who lives and paints between Suva in Fiji and Alice Springs in Australia. One
of the central ideas behind his work is to point out that all people come from and live in multiple
worlds. There should not, from his point of view, be any opposition or dichotomy between them; nor
should these various worlds be dissociated from one another. On the contrary, he perceives them as
interconnected, in movement and constantly changing, nurturing one other, forming in the end a
larger reality. Painting to Rusiate is a way to "create awareness" (Rusiate's leitmotiv): to reflect the
complexity of the interplay between tradition and modernity, between inner worlds and outside or
materialistic ones, between imaginary and everyday life, between past and present. In this sense, the
paintings become "mezzanine windows" from which to watch, to observe, to witness, to pay tribute
or acknowledge, as well as to forge ahead.
1. See Victor Segalen's novel Les Immémoriaux (1907, translated into English as A Lapse of Memory), where the character
Térii, supposed to learn the sacred songs from his teacher, the old Tupua, falls asleep when the latter painfully and for the
very last time tries to pass them on to him while agonising and eventually dying.
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Rusiate comes from a distinguished artistic lineage. His grandmother Taraivini Wati is a renowned
Raku potter and university lecturer. Her work is featured on the saqamoli (Fijian one dollar coin).
Rusiate was brought up by his grandmother and under her close tutelage was introduced to
appreciating art at a very early age.
As a child he loved to draw and found it fascinating. He says: “At school I copied every diagram and
was often asked by teachers to copy images for them onto the blackboard. In my spare time I loved to
draw the fine detailing of insects, trees, leaves and found it easy to draw landscape.” His love of
reading brought him into contact with European artists and he was particularly attracted to those
who were themselves inspired by the strength of tribal art. It is not surprising that Picasso’s Cubism
and vibrant palette, and Miro’s surreal linear explorations were of great interest to him. Like the
tribal tradition on which he naturally draws, with its love of minimalist planes, bright colours, forceful
expression and reference to the world of dream, these artists work confirmed for him a direction
that was in fact part of his own artistic tradition.
He comments: “I admired Picasso’s colour combinations and the way he cut up the image… Miro’s
work reminds me of what I like to do… create a world beyond the present.. with subtle things that
may appear in dreams…” He says: “I like the idea of being able to create something that lives outside
the present, where I can fly like Peter Pan….be free and do what I like.”
Australian artists of interest to Rusiate include David Larwill who he admires for the “expressive use
of thick pigment and the geometric”. He also loves the monumental scale of Annette Bezor’s women.
“They are just amazing, you can almost smell them. These powerful images of women with large
breasts and naked bodies make me feel very small and vulnerable.” Rusiate also likes the work of
Aboriginal artist Dorothy Napangardi, whose work he finds very contemporary despite its tribal
inspiration. He says: “She takes you away from traditional work using a flow of dotted lines that have
a great human quality. They are wonderful because they are not precise and wander all over the
picture.”
Rusiate believes his work is a “living soul” and represents part of him that goes into the world to help
people survive. His message is “live life day at a time. Live as close as possible to your loved ones,
wife, family and kids. Bring them close to you as in the end this is the most important thing in our life.
Peace on Earth will only come if we focus first on our loved ones.”
Alongside his career as an artist, Rusiate is dedicated to improving the economic position of his
fellow countrymen, and he takes an active role in fostering local projects that will bring financial
return to Fijians. Often this means helping locals to set up as fishermen, farmers (to produce for sale
carva, cattle, pigs, chickens, pigs yam, fruit) or to participate in the local tourist industry. Concerned
about the high levels of local unemployment, he has used his personal success over recent years as a
way of inspiring young people to become more financially independent. Over 30 families have
benefited from his involvement and are now self-employed.
Rusiate’s vibrant work was always envisage by the artist to adorn the female form. A number of his
artwork saw the transition to fabric and hit the fashion catwalks on opposite sides of the
hemisphere. After a successful debut in the September 2016 London Pacific Collective Fashion Show,
London, UK and the November 2016 Spring/Summer Fashion Show by Forkleaf Project, Alice Springs,
Australia, Rusiate is looking forward to continue create art to not only adorn the walls, but also the
female form.
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Rusiate work is back again in London with the opening exhibition at the September 2018 Climate
Change in The Pacific. These delicious works have already drawn admiring fans at the sneak preview
in Alice Springs, Australia and are winging their way now to London.
With the encouragement of Roslyn Premont and his sister Ana Lavekau, who herself is a strong
women, CEO and Founder at the London Pacific Fashion Ltd, Rusiate has created a body of work to
not only exhibit, but to make a statement. The London show is something dear to Rusiate’s heart
with Climate Change already affecting his homeland and country. As an artist, he stakes his stand on
the issue, and looks to open the eyes of the international stage to a crisis that is affecting everyone.
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SOLO EXHIBITIONS
2017 Climate Change in the Pacific Exhibition (part of the London Pacific Fashion Collective Show), London, UK
2017 Climate Change in The Pacific (sneak preview exhibition, 7 July 2017), Gallery Gondwana, Alice Springs
NT Australia
2010 Nexus – A collaboration in print from Central Australia and Fiji, Northern Editions,
CDU, Darwin, NT, Australia
2010 “Mezzanine”, Alliance Francaise, Canberra, ACT Australia
2009 Artist in residence July 2009 – Artifact, Nouméa, New Caledonia
2009 “Breathe Deep” The Depot Gallery, Sydney, NSW Australia
2008 “Eleupheria” Alliance Francaise, Suva, Fiji
2008 “Mana, As Old As Water” Framed Gallery, Darwin, NT Australia
2006 “Crossroads” Gallery Gondwana, Sydney, NSW Australia
2005 “Tribal Revival” Gallery Gondwana, Sydney, NSW Australia
2003 “Time will tell” - Alliance Francaise, Suva, Fiji
2002 “Takeinivula – Transition of Time” Gallery Gondwana, Alice Springs, NT Australia
2001 “Na Ligaqu Vou” Alliance Francaise, Suva, Fiji
2001 “Outback Experience” Gallery Gondwana, Alice Springs, NT Australia
1999 Alliance Francaise, Suva, Fiji
GROUP EXHIBITIONS
2012 “Tribal Tales”, Tali Gallery, Rozelle, NSW Australia
2009 JuxtaPacific: The Real Art of Fiji - Mary Jane Connor, University of Wisconsin (UWM) Art History Gallery,
Wisconsin, USA
2009 “Partage de signes, signe de partage”, SOAP’ Art Océanie et Centre d’Art, Nouméa, New Caledonia
2008 Melbourne Art Fair, VIC Australia
2007 ART SYDNEY 07
2007 ANZ Art Award, Suva, Fiji
2007 Alliance Francaise, Suva, Fiji
2006 Affordable Art Fair, Sydney, NSW Australia
2005 Sydney Art Fair, Sydney, NSW Australia
2005 Span Gallery, Melbourne, VIC Australia
2004 Melbourne Art Fair, VIC Australia
2004 Affordable Art Fair, Sydney, NSW Australia
2004 Affordable Art Show, Melbourne, VIC Australia
2003 AIDS Charity, Suva, Fiji
2003 Affordable Art Show, Sydney, NSW Australia
2003 Alice Prize – Alice Springs, NT Australia
2002 Melbourne Art Fair, VIC Australia
2000 Tribal Revival – Alliance Francaise, Suva, Fiji
2000 Festival of Pacific Arts - Visual Arts Representative, Noumea, New Caledonia
2000 Fiji Arts Club, Suva, Fiji
1999 National Art Award, Civic Centre, Suva, Fiji
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1998 Fiji Arts Club, Suva, Fiji
1998 National Art Award, Civic Centre, Suva, Fiji
1998 Red Wave Exhibition, Oceania Centre University of the South Pacific, Suva, Fiji
1998 Careers Expo, National Gymnasium, Suva, Fiji
1998 National Art Award, Travelodge hotel, Suva, Fiji National Youth Conference - Contemporary Artist of the
Year
1998 McDonalds, Nadi, Fiji
1998 Yacht Club, Suva, Fiji Fiji Arts Council, Suva, Fiji
COLLECTIONS
Australian High Commission, Suva , Fiji
ANZ Bank Collection, Suva Fiji
Gallery Gondwana Collection, Alice Springs, NT, Australia
Private collections within Australia, Europe, USA and Asia Pacific
AWARDS
1998 Contemporary Artist of the Year 1998, Suva, Fiji
2007 Winner of the Art Prize celebrating 20 years of Alliance Francaise, Suva, Fiji
COMMISSION
2014

Sofitel Hotel, Denarau, Fiji

2002

Fiji Times - Art Calendar

2000-2015 Vatu Sanctuary, Alice Springs, NT, Australia
1998

Yasawa Island Resort

PUBLICATION
Hidden treasures: contemporary Pacific art from the Oceania Centre collection - Vilsoni Hereniko, Karen
Stevenson; 2012; Publisher: USP Press; ISBN-13: 9789820108912
Out of the mangroves by Ernest Heatley, Repúblika, November 2012
NT designers London Fashion Week success; NT News; Andrea Johnston; 7 October, 2016
Climate Change in the Pacific – Shark Attack; London Pacific Fashion; Ana Lavekau; 20 July, 2017

Sea and Red Earth (part of the Lalini Collection)
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OTHER
September 2016 – Lalini Collection at the London Pacific Collective Fashion Show, London, UK
November 2016 – Lalini Collection at the Spring/Summer Fashion Show presented by Forkleaf Project, Alice
Springs, Australia
Teaching Experience
1999/2000 International Secondary and Primary School Suva Assistant Lecturer of Pottery at the University of
the South Pacific with Taravini Wati.
1999 Represented Fiji on behalf of SPACEE to Tonga Island for one month promoting Arts classes Ivulagi Project
– Coordinated a youth project at Nasilai Village- Rew delta. Started a fishing, agriculture and arts project to
enable youths to start their own business.
Acting Experience: Played a lead role in a successful play by Larry Thomas (University of the South Pacific).
Founder of the Meke Art Tribe (contemporary dance troupe in Fiji) currently, successfully touring the country.
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